This work, presented in accordance with an original concept, is a splendid and very complete atlas of the cranial n., showing their anatomy and their appearances on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and CT.
It comprises, after an introduction describing the techniques of MRI and CT, an elaborate anatomico-radiological study of each cranial n. Each nerve is studied from its origin to its termination together with its anastomotic collaterals, its endings, its intracranial course, its passage through the skull, and its extracranial pathway.
The anatomy of the nerves is shown from serial macroscopical cuts from numerous dissections and preparations. A very original method of dysplaying the course of the cranial n. and their collaterals has been used, in which the diagram of the nerve (colored in yellow) is superimposed on views of the bony skull and MRI sagittal or coronal slices.
All the canals and orifices through which nerves pass are shown exactly in their axes. Each nerve in its course is studied in numerous MRI and CT cuts. The author shows clearly the different projections sufficient for visualising each cranial in each part of its course, particularly those places where it is most vulnerable.
The study of the cranial n. is completed by a semiological review of their functions and the main pathological processes which involve one or more of them.
This remarkable volume by Andr6 Leblanc has 280 pages with bibliography and index, and contains abundant illustrations of anatomical preparations of high quality together with high resolution CT scans and magnetic resonance images.
The work forms a detailed guide for use by neurologists, neur0surgeons, otorhinolaryngologists, ophtalmologists and anatomists. It will undoubtedly be of use for the teaching a medical students. 
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